[Characteristics of the structural organization of the phylogenetically new fields in the human neocortex].
The myeloarchitectonics of the specific human fields 40, 39, 37c, 37b of neocortex and also fields 17 and 19 which are the cortex end of visual analyzer has been studied with the help of neurohistological and quantitative methods. According to the character of the fibrous bundles, their diameter, the quantity of the fibrous in them and the diameter of the fibrous gradual changes from field 17 to field 19 and further to field 39 have been shown. It is an evidence of the succession between phylogenetically older and younger fields of the cortex. The peculiarities of the field quantitative myeloarchitectonics differing in the function and genesis are marked by heterochronous growth of these fields square in the process of evolution.